An in vitro approach to identifying specificity determinants of mutagenesis mediated by DNA misalignments.
In vitro, misalignments of the newly synthesized (primer) strand during DNA polymerization lead to deletion and/or complex frameshift mutations. In vivo, similar misalignments of repeated and quasipalindromic DNA sequences are predicted to be intermediates of mutagenesis. The mutagenic misalignments are mediated by complementary pairing between the sequence at the 3'-OH end of the newly synthesized DNA strand and sequences in the template or in the newly synthesized DNA. Mutant sequences are produced when the misaligned primers act as substrates for DNA polymerization. The misalignments responsible for detected mutant sequences were compared to similar misalignments that were not implicated in mutagenesis, and all misalignment possibilities were compared to the position of pausing during polymerization by Escherichia coli polymerase I or its Klenow fragment. These comparisons revealed three characteristics of in vitro misalignment specificity. First, the termini produced by pausing are likely to be precursors to mutagenic misalignments. Second, the absence of some potential misalignments from the detected spectrum is explained well by the predicted undetectability of the mutant sequences they produce. Third, factors distinct from pausing and mutant detectability are responsible for differences in the specificity of misalignment mutagenesis mediated by E. coli DNA polymerase I and Klenow polymerase during in vitro synthesis.